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Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year to 

you all 
The BOI vintage Railway Trustees extend to all our 

volunteers, workers, Sponsors and Supporters, and their 

families , their very best wishes for a  very happy, joyous 

and safe festive season and  for the New Year 2019 

Kawakawa Christmas 

Parade 

 
December 1st saw the annual 

Kawakawa Christmas Parade. It was a 

good turnout . 

The  them for the float's that day was 

Steam Punkbut….. ( see more pages 

2 ,3 and 10 

( left) The local Fire engine leads the 

parade through town. 

 

(below) “Mrs” Claus waves to the 

crowd from the train ( photo  A. Leitch) 

 

(below) Not quite “Ho, Ho” but more “woof, woof “as 

Santa “Paws” joins in the parade ( Photo Ward Jameson) 
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(above) Congratulations to the winners of the day 

Kawakawa Primary School (below) the Hippy  float 

( above)  The BOI Animal Rescue entry and (below) “where is 

Santa”   

(right) “Steam Punker” Valmae Mackie and daughter Ava 

with Ms Claus and Community Board member Manuwai 

Wells. (below right) a happy Season-Mary Downs with sister 

and District Councillor  Willow-Jean Prime   

( below) “Pink is my colour”  
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“Steam Punk” was the theme  for the 

parade and  here are some of those who  

certainly met the challenge  

 

(centre left) James MacDonald and his crew. (left) Valmae Mackie.  

(above)  Lucie green   ( photos courtesy Ward Jameson )  
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As the sun sets on 2018  we look back over the the year that was for the Bay of Islands Vintage Railway  First of all my  

grateful and sincere thanks to my co-trustees and all our volunteers who made it possible . BOIVR could not have 

achieved what we have done without your dedicated support. So thank you one and all.  

We have also lost some very dear  and treasured past volunteers and our thoughts go out to their families as they face 

their first  Christmas without their loved ones.  

 

2018 was not the resounding success we would have liked it to have been but as they say good things take time . 

However  our role is to ensure that what we build and achieve  is an  enduring iconic attraction that is not only in the 

interests of  the railway community but also the wider community of the  Bay of Islands . Yes Gabriel blew her boiler 

but this means that raising of funds for her new boiler will be a priority in 2019. Also we did not get to cross 

Longbridge as part of our passenger service but I have no doubt this will happen in 2019. Work trains are authorised to 

cross the bridge so that was a plus.  

 

We also had to reduce our costs and one , actually two, casualties was that we had to terminate the services of our two 

employees Stu Renton and Joe Job. We thank them for all the good work they achieved and wish them and their 

families  well for the future.  

 

We also said goodbye to a number of volunteers and thank them for their time and service they committed to BOIVR. 

This is one area that we would welcome more support and especially amongst the younger members of our community 

as our Business Case does indicate that we could employ up to 30 workers . Therefore 2019 would be a great year for 

new volunteers seeking future employment with BOIVR to hold up their hand and come and start to learn the ropes 

how to be a train driver, guard, shopkeeper, track worker or workshop skills in carpentry and engineering etc.   

 

We also said goodbye and thanks to Loren and Bernadette Dunsford who  sold the Railway Café lease to  Shelley 

Jessop-Kawiti and Brianna Patino  ( see more page 10) 

 

Our pluses were the  highly successful  150th Commerations of rail in the North Island and that was due to the 

wonderful support from the Whangarei Steam & Model Railway Club who made available their D42 Peckett steam 

engine , built in 1955 “Seymour” and their staff available for 3 days of our celebrations in  October. Our annual events 

Concert at the Railway and our Trivia & Auction night were also both very successful and enjoyable and our thanks go 

to all the artists and members of the community who gave freely of their time .  

With the Commerations we also launched  a replica of a the extinct D Class 4-wheel carriage last used in 1922 and Moa 

is now part of our regular service.  

 

Another big plus is that s special company ,The Northland Experience Ltd (NAX),  has now been established  to 

progress our future developments . The Chair is our very own valued Trustee Frank Leadley and we know  

that they will do whatever is humanly possible to see that the objectives of the BOI Vintage Railway and the other 

partners in NAX will meet their objectives .  Their success means the realisation of our dreams and objectives and so 

we wish them every success and best wishes ( See more pages 6 & 7)  

( below two of our icons on our 2019 wish list to be restored as part of our passenger services ) 
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“Esmae” 

 
On the 27 July 2017, thanks to the generosity of Tim Edney, two engines from Forest Loaders landed at the 

railway. FL107 a Vulcan Drewery will have her original number 2489 restored and has been  re-named Esmae 

by the Donor. She  has been going through a transformation and is now going through the last phases of the 

rebuild and is intended that Esmae  to be certified and  brought into service in 2019. 

Diesel Loco’s , Manager Frits Schouten (and trustee) ably assisted by Workshop Manager Gavin Davidson 

and Safety Officer Denis Hewitt have spent endless hours in getting her ready to bring her into service. Also 

assisting with the painting have been Peter Luke, Trevor Bedgood,  and Johnson Davis. 

 

(above) 27 July 2017 and FL 106 & FL 107 arrive from Whangarei. ( above right) 2019 and she is “ Looking Good” A very happy 

Diesel Loco’s Manager Frits Schouten touching up some of the paint work on  the former FL107 now  No. 2489 “Esmae. “ 

( above left ) Workshop Manager Gavin Davidson ( in cab) and Denis Hewitt ( Safety Manager) working on Esmae.  

 

(above right) Driver Trevor Bedgood ,in between driving trains , also helping out with the painting.  

 



Northland Adventure Experience Ltd  

 

We are making progress!! 

 
Yes, we are making progress with the Railway /Cycleway project, but to say that it has been a frustrating 

process would be a gross understatement!  But it has also been a project that is well-worth taking time over to 

get it right, as it has the potential to be a game-changer in terms of the economic and cultural benefits for the 

region. 

 

So what does the project involve, and how are we hoping to achieve it? 

 

As we all know, the Vintage Railway Trust with the support of our fantastic volunteers has achieved a colossal 

amount of work to transform a derelict railway with no workable infrastructure into a successful operation 

running trains from our rejuvenated base in Kawakawa to the historic station at Taumarere. But this is just the 

first stage in achieving our Vision Statement which is “To restore and operate a vintage railway service 

between Kawakawa and Opua.” And, at times, it has been very difficult to see any light at the end of the 

tunnel! The Resource Consent and subsequent mediation processes were time consuming and very costly. And 

a whole raft of other problems have been thrown at us, including the dramas and costs associated with 

restoring Long Bridge. But we refused to give in, and 3 years ago were ready to start preparing for stage 2 of 

the project, which is to get from Taumarere to Opua, 

 

So the next stage was to prepare a Business Case that would stand up to rigorous investigation. This was 

achieved with the great assistance of Wayne Hutchinson, a professional planner from Whangarei who has 

worked without financial reward for 3 years. The project involves 3 components plus a second one recently 

added – more on this later. The Business Case was peer reviewed by Craig Wilson from Nelson who described 

it as “One of the most exciting projects I have seen”, and by Mayor John Carter as “A cornerstone for 

economic development in Northland.”  

 

The three main components are: 

 

1. Kawakawa Development: Includes redeveloped Ticket Office and Control Room, relocation of the café 

with staff facilities opening onto a memorial garden, extended car parking, cycle hire facilities, 

extension of the carriage shed, 2 steam engines, 1 or 2 Dining Cars, 2 more carriages, and rearranged 

tracks etc. 

 

2. Large Railway and Cycle Terminus at Opua at the area known as Colenso Triangle which will include a 

large café, Railway and Cycle shops, showers and toilets for cyclists, covered walkway over wetlands 

to a platform, parking for cars, buses and motorhomes, electric car charging, turntable and water tower, 

garden and picnic area, and more. 

 

3. Restoration of the historic railway line to link the two stations, together with the construction by FNHL 

of a permanent cycleway within the railway corridor.  

 

Expressions Of Interest were submitted to the Provincial Growth Fund (PGF) by the Vintage Railway and Far 

North District Council, and both were approved. However, we were advised that, from the perspectives of 

public perception and savings of administrative costs, the two applications would have a much greater chance 

of success if they were combined into one. 
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To facilitate this, a new company with a limited life span has been set up to put the full application forward.  

 

The company is known as Northland Adventure Experience (NAX) Ltd. The shareholders are BOI Vintage 

Railway Trust and Far North District Council, with the Railway as the major shareholder.  

 

Directors have been appointed and are myself as Chairman (BOIVRT), Mayor John Carter (FNDC), John 

Law (Cycleway Trust), Rowena Tana (local iwi), and ex MP Murray McCully (FNHL). FNHL will be 

managing the railway/cycleway construction as these two parts of the project have to work closely together.  

 

The completed project will enable up to 25 jobs (plus volunteers) in development, management, 

construction and operation, and will link a number of projects together including the steam ship “Minerva”, 

the Cycleway, Hundertwasser Park and Toilets, Kawiti Caves, and the marina, and will build on the cruise 

ship market 

 

The responsibility of NAX is to get the money! I can not state what the amounts are at this stage as they are 

commercially sensitive, but if successful will comprise a huge injection of funds into the region. The 

applications will build on the Expressions Of Interest and will be put forward in two stages: 

 

Stage 1 is ready to be sent off within a few days. Although all the basic plans etc have been done this 

funding is necessary for all the costs involved in getting the building and restorations physically 

underway, eg costs for project plans, architects, designers, resource consents, consultations, 

ecological reports, job training, building consents, salaries, and so on. With Christmas just ahead, 

and going by the experience with other PGF applications, we do not expect to hear the result of this 

application until the end of March/early April. 

 

 Stage 2 will obviously build on the success of Stage 1 and will be to finalise contracts and related matter 

and to get all the building and construction underway. 

 

When will we get everything finished? I wish I knew! But, again judging by other PGF projects, it is not 

going to be a quick or easy process. No-one is more frustrated than me – it has driven me to distraction, But 

I and the rest of the team are determined that we will succeed. I just ask the community to continue to 

support us and to be ready to celebrate when the great day comes! These Newsletters will advise of progress 

as and when it is achieved. 

 

Frank Leadley,  

Chairman of NAX,  

BOIVRT Funding Trustee. 
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Farewell Ray Ansell  

 

It was with great sadness that we heard in November that one 

of our former long serving and stalwart supporters had passed 

away. Ray and his late wife Elsie were very strong and ardent 

supporters of the former OKRPS who gave many years of 

faithful service ably supported at the railway by son Lex and 

their other son Peter who worked for Russell Transport. Peter 

would often make his truck available to pick up logs from 

Moerewa which then had to be  to be cut up for Gabriel when 

she was running on wood not coal. 

 

Ray and Elsie lived in Raymond Street, Kawakawa for many 

years and eventually bought a motor home which they lived in 

at the station. 

We understand that Ray was about 3 or 4 years old when he 

survived the Napier earthquakes. Prior to moving to Kawakawa 

Ray lived in Wellington, drove buses in the southern part of the 

North Islands,  before becoming a suburban bus driver.   

BOIVR extend their sincere sympathy to Ray and Elsie’s  

family.  

Below ,and on the adjoining page are a number of photos  Ray 

has left to BOIVRT in his photo collection. 



(left) Celebrating the year of  

Hundertwasser and Gabriel—1928. 

(middle left) Gabriel steaming to Opua. 

(lower left)  Confined to history as this 

was probably one of Gabriel's last runs 

beyond what was Ashby’s boatyard.  

(below)  The old signal box which is set 

down as a 2019 project to be re-

installed.  
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( above) the old bus depot at the station.  

 

( Below and bottom)  The days when 

refurbishing and rebuilding was carried out 

in the open before the mike Bradshaw 

Workshop was built. 



“Welcome Aboard “ 
BOIVR extend a special welcome to the new lesses of the Railway 
café.  
 
(above)  - Shelly Kawiti-Jessop (Kawiti Caves Manager) and Brianna 
Patino (Railway Station Cafe Manager) 
 
Kia ora  
 
The Railway Station Cafe is now proudly leased by the Kawiti 
Whanau.   
 
Shelly Kawiti-Jessop who has a background in Counselling, Tourism 
and Hospitality Management and manages the Kawiti Glow Worm 
Caves in Waiomio and also oversees the Cafe. 
 
  Brianna Patino spent the last two years working at the Kawiti Glow 
Worm Caves as a Supervisor and has moved into the position as 
Cafe Manager.  Brianna comes to us, all the way from California and 
is loving living in beautiful Northland.  
 
 Brianna and Shelly, and the Kawiti Whanau would like to extend a 
warm welcome to all our community and the tourists travelling our 
way.  
 
 We strive to provide great Coffee, Home cooked food and 
Wonderful Hospitality to all.  Open 7 days per week from 9am to 
4:30pm (Kitchen closes 3pm),  
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(Above) More photos from the Christmas Parade 

Photos courtesy Ward Jameson and Anne Leitch 
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( left) Are  these “burglars” illiterate or 

what? Can they not read the CCTV sign to 

their left which clearly tells them that we 

have 24 hour CCTV coverage at the 

station. 

Actually this is Trustee Henry Nissen and  

Doug Dysart who are altering the access 

to the shop to make it more customer 

friendly.  When the ticket office was 

opened it created a bit of a bottle neck 

with customers buying tickets  for the 

train with those wishing to access the 

shop. 

In addition the relocation of the doors not 

only makes it more accesabile but it also 

means that customers don’t get wet as 

they used to when accessing  the previous 

side entry. 

(middle left) A very happy and long 

serving shopkeeper, Glenys Steere shows 

the new shop layout which may still 

require some further adjustments. 

(below and lower left) Henry & Doug rip 

into it. ) (below middle) Open for 

business. (below right) A happy 

Henry...Job done.– thank you Doug.  

  



Volunteers Wanted 

 
"We are a volunteer-run railway, and now you can join us in a huge range of opportunities. We are able to 

"train" you into any of them. If you are looking for paid work eventually, we could give you good 

references to add to your cv as you help us out and network with us. 

 

For example: 
Are you good with people? It's great to meet so many interesting people from around the world - and we're 

in just the right place to do it! If you're interested in retail and would like to work in our shop - contact us 

Could you help on the trains and be a guard?  For this you need to be fit and enjoy meeting people - 

contact us 

Are you a car driver? If so, you've a head start to being a diesel engine driver - contact us  

Are you mechanically minded? Help under the bonnet of our diesels - contact us  

Are you good with your hands - wood work, metal work, painting, etc - join our team in the workshop - 

contact us   

Ring 09-404-0684 or 021-171-2697 ; 

email: admin@bayofislandsvintagerailway.org.nz 

( above left) No Tim . We said Gabriel needs a 

new boiler not a new set of wheels”. Actually 

Tim Brown from Whangarei is preparing some 

fittings for the lights to be re-fitted in Kingfisher. 

 

(  left) Whangarei volunteer  Peter Luke carrying 

out some painting work on Kingfisher. 

 

( above)  Our engine inspector Graham 

Winterbourne (right) is discussing the certifying 

of our engines with Diesel Locos Manager Frits 

Schouten  for the festive season and  for 2019.  

 

(right) Did Trustee and Guard Anne Leitch really 

get caught with “her pants down”.  ?, Whatever it 

is she seems to be really enjoying the experience 

as Glenys Steere assists her.  
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